Change for Children is proud to be a project partner in

Christmas Future

Change the world...for good.

ChristmasFuture is a new way to give a holiday gift - one that helps eradicate extreme poverty and changes the way we think about ourselves and our motivations for giving.

On November 5th, 2007 ChristmasFuture (based out of Calgary, AB) released new web-based technology on www.christmasfuture.org which allows the gift recipient to choose from a database of projects where the gift funds are directed. Change for Children is delighted to be a part of this exciting new initiative. Please visit www.christmasfuture.org and look for Change for Children projects!

Gifts of Solidarity Cards supporting our international projects are also available for your Holiday gift giving.

Simply let us know with your donation† to whom you want your card to be sent.
Contact CFCA via phone, email or in person at the office.

JUST Christmas

Justice at Christmas is a global marketplace for quality arts, handmade crafts and other goods. When you purchase a gift from the non-profit and charitable organizations in this market, the money you spend goes towards the building of healthy communities around the world.

The event includes Change for Children and 25 different non-profit and charitable organizations that represent causes critical to the improvement of conditions for people in developing nations.

Friday, November 23
from 5:30 – 9:00 pm

Saturday, November 24
from 9:30 am – 4:00 pm

New location:
Alberta Avenue Community Hall
at 9210-118 Avenue, Edmonton.

justchristmas.org

Rights and Realities
Creating possibilities for children

Bridges

Beyond Walls and Murals - Rights In Action
Alternatives to Child Labor, Bolivia; Human Rights and Art, Nicaragua
No SWEAT - An Epidemic of Positive Change
From the Editor: Focus on Rights of the Child

Christmas Shopping and Justice

This winter edition focuses on the Rights of Children as of 2007: both what has been achieved and what remains to be done. Change for Children, 31 years ago, recognized the enormous impact that poverty has on the well being and development of children, and made a commitment to address the root causes of poverty. As we celebrate this holiday season, let us commit again to justice for all children. According to the International Labour Organization, as of 2001, there were 71.3 million child labourers in Africa and 19.7 million in Latin America. Children worldwide are continually denied access to the most basic of human needs.

We enjoy abundance in our society, and never more so than during the holiday season. Billions of dollars are spent on gifts, often made by children or women working in unhealthy and unjust conditions. This season let us reflect on the work that we can do, and the innovative solutions that our international partners are implementing, to ensure that children thrive. Thank you to everyone who has supported Children for Children this year and generously contributed to solutions, to human dignity, healthy communities, and global justice. In this holiday season, let us give the gift of solidarity, and end poverty for all children.

Sincerely,
Fiona Cavanagh – Education Coordinator
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PHOTOS: ???

Mikaela Luttrell-Rowland is a researcher for the University of Bath in the department of Economics and International Development. Her research interests include the politics of representation and child rights, cross-comparative theories of childhood institutional policy enactment, with a particular area focus on Peru.

context of children’s lives. Beyond simply looking at the management and/or rhetoric of rights, to look at the actualization of rights requires not just the examination of outcomes and numbers, but also to commitment towards context. What good are increased formal education statistics if the quality of the schools is poor? If the students are too hungry to concentrate? What good is the elimination of child labor if it means a notable decreased quality of life because the children and their families are dependent on that wage? What good does job training do for former child soldiers, if there are no jobs for them to enter? Conflict, social exclusion, poverty, sexism, and environmental destruction are just a few of the many necessary elements, therefore, that are related and crucial to consider when attempting to grasp the ‘status’ of children’s rights in 2007.

In this sense, while the establishment of children’s rights may have shifted the attention of children’s needs to a format easier to ‘manage’ or quantify, there remains much further to go. As opposed to solely engaging with the rhetoric of rights, there remains a great necessity, perhaps now more than ever, for policy makers, agency heads, and child advocates to engage with the context and structures of children’s daily lives, the substance of which can often be difficult to ‘measure’. 
Rights and Realities

What has been achieved for Children globally?

What is the status of ‘children’s rights’ in 2007?

I recently had the opportunity to interview a range of directors and policy heads of NGO’s, in Lima, Peru, about the state of ‘children’s rights’ in 2007. One of the questions I asked is: ‘What do you think is the difference, if any, between children’s rights and human rights?’ Surprisingly, answer was more difficult for people to articulate than I expected.

One of the first and most common answers inevitably involves the Child Right’s Convention Act (CRC) of 1989. The CRC is the most ratified human rights treaty in the world; the only two states who have not ratified it are the United States and Somalia. This treaty requires states to monitor and report on their progress in terms of key outcomes such as child health, education, and child labor. It also includes children’s right to ‘participation’ and identity. The global monitoring of these outcomes is clearly one major feature and distinction between the discussion of children’s rights, and a more general conversation about ‘human rights.’

What makes children’s rights different from human rights? My own answer would involve a discussion of the opportunity for commitment. Recognizing ‘children’s’ as a unique category within the human rights discussion opens up the space for particular attention to, and focus on, difference. Often compared to women’s rights or African American rights for this reason, the establishment of the CRC marked the prospect for a deepening of commitment to children’s rights and raised attention from states, governments and local child advocates. This opportunity for increased awareness towards difference is something that has rightly been celebrated. Conceptualizing children as their own distinct category deserving of rights, therefore, has perhaps made it easier for those working for and with children to articulate children’s needs in a different way.

Despite this increased commitment, however, and the near global acknowledgement of children as deserving their own separate ‘rights’, what movement and progress has been made in the past twenty years to make the world a better and more just place for children? Since the establishment of the CRC in 1989, how have the ideals of ‘children’s rights’ been actualized? Where are we, in practical terms, with the status of children’s rights and children’s needs?

These questions, and the attempt to understand the current status of children’s rights, are complicated. At the least, the process is twofold. On the one hand, there are the ‘practical’ and ‘measurable’ outcomes to consider. Often referred to as ‘benchmarks,’ with the increased monitoring by states and local agencies, it is more feasible to track quantifiable changes to the lives of children than it was twenty years ago. Girls’ entrance into formal education is one prime example of such tracking, often cited and played up in public media. More girls are in formal education than twenty years ago, particularly so in countries such as Africa and the Middle East. Trying to understand and evaluate the status of children’s needs and rights, therefore, involves an attention to details and tangible outcomes.

The other piece, often less discussed, but equally important, is a commitment to looking at the
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No SWEAT
An epidemic of positive change

On September 15, 2007 an inspired audience of over 600 people gave an enthusiastic standing ovation to the NoSweat display of fashion and art. NoSweat ‘07 showcased both ethical consumer choices and Edmonton’s diverse youth talent in their annual event aimed at positive change. This year, Change for Children was thrilled to be the beneficiary of the event.

The No Sweat ‘07 theme, “an epidemic of positive change,” was embodied in a dynamic theatrical production that included diverse performances combined with ethically manufactured fashion. The message was creativity, self-expression, and conscious consumer choices can change the world. Performances by Edmonton artists included hip-hop, skipping, lotus dancing, fire mime, percussionists, rap, a unicyclist, salsa dancers, and Japanese drummers. Ethically produced clothing from several Edmonton stores was modeled throughout the performance. The positive energy that ignited the audience lingered well after the show.

No Sweat’s dedicated coordinators, Jon Jon Rivero, Cecilia Lee and Jill Pelton, work with “a small army of motivated and talented volunteers” to make this annual show possible. All of the proceeds from No Sweat ‘07 benefit Change for Children’s Child Rights Education project with FUNARTE.

Margarete Daugela is the first recipient of Change for Children’s newly founded Global Education Graduate Award, which recognizes a student who has demonstrated outstanding commitment to global justice and human rights both in their academic research and through their community involvement. Margarete is in her second year of a Masters Degree and her research focuses on the Rights of the Child.

Creating a legacy of global education

Change for Children has made a five-year commitment to the Faculty of Education and will award one thousand dollars annually. This award is given to any full time Masters or PhD student in the Faculty of Education at the University of Alberta. Please contact Change for Children if you would like to donate to this award.

THANK YOU
To our partners in the first annual Joffre Lupul Golf Tournament, which took place in August 2007.

Visit www.changeforchildren.org to subscribe to our monthly electronic newsletter

Rights and skills build alternatives to child labour

Potosí, Bolivia

Today, most of the immense mineral wealth once found in Bolivia’s Cerro Rico Mountain has been exploited. Major mining companies have left the area, and residents of Potosí, at the base of the mountain, live in poverty. Poverty, rising mineral prices and a stagnant economy encourage residents of Potosi to continue working in the abandoned mines despite serious health and safety concerns. Many among these informal mining workers are children and youth. CFCA’s partner in Potosí, CEPROMIN, estimates that 13,000 people currently work in Cerro Rico and that a significant proportion of them are children.

Families depend on the money children are able to contribute from their work in the mines. CFCA’s project with CEPROMIN, seeks to build economic alternatives for families in order to break the dependency on dangerous child labour. This project provides vocational skills training to Potosí’s young people at times that do not conflict with their formal education or current work. Upon completion of the two-year skills training program, students will have a trade qualification. Throughout the project they have access to a microcredit loan scheme, and girls receive scholarships to continue their higher education. These options will allow young people to move into stable employment. The project’s inclusion of community education about young people’s rights and child labour’s role in a continuing cycle of poverty will build momentum for brighter futures in Potosí.

Creating solutions to violence and HIV/AIDS: Human rights and art for strong communities

Estelí and Managua, Nicaragua

In Nicaragua, threats of gang violence and HIV/AIDS are increasing dramatically due to prolonged economic crisis. Poor neighbourhoods in urban centers like the capital city, Managua, and the Northern city of Estelí, grapple daily with these growing problems. Children and youth in these communities are deprived of opportunities to develop the skills and confidence necessary to prevent violence and HIV/AIDS, and to chart the direction of future positive change.

In partnership with FUNARTE (Foundation ART!) and INPHRU, CFCA is working to provide artistic and cultural programming to children of these impoverished communities. Through creative activities, this project ensures that Nicaraguan youth are aware of their rights and involved in building a society that respects them. Muralism workshops, cultural performances and the creation of a youth-led magazine will involve young people in leadership roles in their communities. These often disrespected and marginalized youth will lead campaigns against gang violence and will provide HIV/AIDS education to their peers. This project builds self-esteem, supports future leadership and develops solutions from the hearts of those who need them most.